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International Security and the United States: An Encyclopedia (Praeger Security International)Praeger Publishers, 2007
Shaped by often very dramatic events, international security and the international system have changed significantly in recent years. The conclusion of the Cold War, the emergence of new political systems, the growth of significant threats such as terrorism, and the development of new security doctrines have driven global transformation. These...
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Transitional Justice and Civil Society in the Balkans (Springer Series in Transitional Justice)Springer, 2012

	Transitional Justice and Civil Society in the Balkans covers civil society engagements with transitional justice processes in the Balkans. The Balkans are a region marked by the post-communist and post-conflict transitional turmoil through which its countries are going through.

	

	This volume is intended to provide a...
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Forensic Science: An Illustrated DictionaryCRC Press, 2003
The text is deserving of  inclusion in the library of a crime laboratory, if not in the personal library of lab personnel. 
 - Scientific Sleuthing Review, Summer 2004
     This volume introduces the laboratory terms that are crucial to the interpretation and understanding of laboratory report findings. The definitions and accompanying...
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Social Work Practice in the Addictions (Contemporary Social Work Practice)Springer, 2012

	Social workers represent the largest body of addiction and mental health service providers, and there is a consistent need for up-to-date information. Social Work Practice in the Addictions is a comprehensive evidence-based volume. Contributing authors of this volume have been carefully selected to ensure representation of the leading social...
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Environmental Justice and Sustainability in the Former Soviet Union (Urban and Industrial Environments)MIT Press, 2009
The legacy of environmental catastrophe in the states of the former Soviet Union includes desertification, pollution, and the toxic aftermath of industrial accidents, the most notorious of which was the Chernobyl disaster of 1986. This book examines the development of environmental activism in Russia and the former Soviet republics in response...
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Between Deontology and Justice: Chinese and Western Perspectives (Routledge Studies in Contemporary Chinese Philosophy)Routledge, 2019

	
		In China, political philosophy is still a comparatively new academic discipline. While there is no such phrase as “political philosophy” in ancient Chinese texts, there are elements within them that could be considered part of that field. Central questions of Chinese ancient political philosophy include the legitimacy of...
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Bint Al-Huda Collection: All Novels and Short StoriesJerrmein Abu Shahba, 2019

	Bint al-Huda Collection includes all the 4 novels and 24 short stories written by Martyr Aminah Haider Al-Sadr, the famous Muslim author popularly known as Bint Al-Huda. She played a significant role in creating Islamic awareness among the Muslim women of Iraq from the late 1950s to 1980. She was the sister of the great Islamic scholar,...
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Remaking Transitional Justice in the United States: The Rhetorical Authorization of the Greensboro Truth and Reconciliation CommissionSpringer, 2012

	â€‹Remaking Transitional Justice in the United States: The Rhetoric of the Greensboro Truth and Reconciliation Commission  explores rhetorical attempts to authorize the Greensboro Truth and Reconciliation Commission—a grassroots, U.S.-based truth commission created in 2004 toredress past injustices in the city. Through...
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Methamphetamine Use: Clinical and Forensic Aspects (Pacific Institute Series on Forensic Psychology)CRC Press, 2003

	A man is accused of attempted murder of a former crystal meth addict. He claims he shot in self-defense, responding to the extremely aggressive behavior the victim was exhibiting. How will this play out in court? Most likely, the prosecution and the defense will call various expert witnesses - perhaps neurologists, psychologists, pathologists...
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A Dictionary of Law (Oxford Paperback Reference)Oxford University Press, 2003
This dictionary has been written by a distinguished team of academic and practising lawyers. It is intended primarily for those without a qualification in law who nevertheless require some legallmowledge in the course oftheir work: chartered surveyors and accountants, civil servants and local-government officers, social workers and probation...
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Emerging Technologies of Text Mining: Techniques and ApplicationsIdea Group Publishing, 2007
All around modern society, an enormous amount of strategic information is spread in many different presentation forms, like e-mail, formal and informal documents, historical reports, personal notes, Web pages, and so on. The access and transformation of this information in knowledge as a basis for decision making in the corporate world have become...
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The Internet Encyclopedia, Volume 2John Wiley & Sons, 2003
The Internet Encyclopedia is the first comprehensive examination of the core topics in the Internet field. The Internet Encyclopedia, a three-volume reference work with 205 chapters and more than 2,600 pages, provides comprehensive coverage of the Internet as a...
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